
KPMG Indirect 
Tax Toolkit
Get more mileage out of your tax 
engine with our proprietary 
accelerator and analytics solution.

The KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit is a self-contained software solution with 
prebuilt integrations to Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Determination, 
Vertex Indirect Tax O Series, and Avalara AvaTax—all within the same 
platform. The solution was designed to help companies manage 
the implementation and maintenance of their tax engines. It helps 
businesses have transparency into their tax policy and to support the 
day-to-day tuning that these solutions require to manage your tax 
requirements and tax policy. 

The toolkit provides tax departments with direct access to create and 
save source files, which can be used to automate a variety of tax engine 
functions, including new configurations, testing, address validations, 
posting of additional transactions, and taxability matrix validations.

Why did we build KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit?
As one of the leading firms for indirect tax engine implementations, 
KPMG identified the need internally to develop a solution to better 
optimize the implementation, testing, and validation process for tax 
engine projects. We leveraged our experience to design a solution 
that can automate many of the critical components of tax engine 
implementations and maintenance. 

Over the past two years, we have refined this tool to enhance the value 
it can deliver to companies that are in the process of implementing 
or supporting a tax engine. Based on interactions with our clients, we 
saw a significant need for this solution to be available and licensable to 
support tax departments in optimizing their tax solutions. 

The KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit provides tax departments with the power 
to identify and manage upstream business changes to help keep tax 
engine configurations accurate and up to date. In addition, a lightweight 
footprint and flexible deployment options make it easy to install and 
operate within your tax department. 

With increasing 
complexity of 
domestic and 
global indirect tax 
requirements, 
implementing and 
maintaining an 
indirect tax engine 
has become 
imperative. KPMG 
has developed a 
single, centralized 
solution to 
automate the 
configuration, 
testing, and 
maintenance of 
your tax engine.
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Toolkit features

Address 
validations

Easily create batch address validations 
to cleanse master data to enhance 
your tax calculation accuracy 

Value to you

Matrix 
validations

Create or validate country, region, or 
local taxability matrices to confirm your 
current tax policy

Batch tax 
calculations

Define your own file structures to post 
additional transactions to your tax 
engine or to execute volume testing 
against your tax engine

Configurations
Automate configurations, such as 
customers and exemption certificates, 
and perform testing of configurations

Tangible results to your 
organization
Leveraging our 25-plus years of implementing and 
managing tax engines, the KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit 
enhances your organization by broadening tax engine 
coverage, providing more clarity into configurations, 
and enabling automated configurations. Examples of 
direct value include:

Tax calculations
The KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit provides an easy-
to-use interface to define your own tax calculation 
batches for processing additional transactions against 
your tax engine. Users can define file structures by 
selecting any field available in the tax engine API 
while also setting default and inherited values in the 
file specification. This functionality is extremely useful 
in executing large-scale test simulations as part of 
a solution deployment or as stand-alone regression 
testing for a tax engine upgrade. Common use cases 
for our clients include: 

— Execute large-scale batch tests of transactions and 
automatically identify variances over a set threshold

— Perform tax calculations and posting of transactions 
from other data sources that are not part of your 
ERP/tax engine integration, including purchasing 
transactions, promotional item giveaways, goods 
movement transactions, and employee sales

— Post-month-end adjustments to your tax engine

— Perform parallel testing as part of an upgrade 
or solution deployment to compare taxes from 
historical transactions with current calculations

— Develop a formal process to analyze purchases for 
use tax accruals to confirm vendor-charged tax and 
whether additional liabilities are due

Creating additional interfaces to process 
transactions and post to your tax engine in a 
matter of minutes

Validating and cleansing thousands of addresses 
in the United States and Canada with the click of 
a button

Executing parallel testing and data analytics 
to help minimize unknown tax policy changes 
for go-live and post-go-live issues, leading to a 
roughly 40 percent reduction in maintenance 
support hours

Performing thousands of tax configuration 
tests for Nexus settings, exemptions, product 
taxability, and custom rules, leading to a roughly 
50 percent reduction in required testing hours 
for a given release

Providing a single source for automating 
configurations, such as customers and 
exemptions certificates 
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Tax matrix validation
One of the more common complaints we hear from 
our clients is the inability to quickly view current tax 
rules that exist within their tax engine configuration. Tax 
departments often look to taxability matrices to view a 
summarized definition of their current tax policy across 
sales and purchasing categories and geographies. The 
various vendor solutions, however, do not include an 
easy way to see summarized configurations factoring in 
all preprocessing, custom, and postprocessing rules.

The KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit provides a direct 
mechanism to extract and summarize your tax policy 
at the country, state/region, or local level. Users can 
extract any output field from the tax engine, including 
taxability, tax rate, and rate code, into a summarized 
jurisdictional matrix as highlighted below. In addition, 
users can publish matrices specific to a subset of tax 
types and authorities to confirm when certain taxes are 
calculated by jurisdiction. The toolkit also automates 
the validation of published tax matrices, a critical step 
during user acceptance and regression testing.

Perform batch tax calculations to post additional transactions to your tax engine or 
to perform parallel testing to identify any calculation differences.

Build or validate a global indirect tax matrix and 
highlight VAT/GST rates by country and tax driver.

Build or validate a country- or city-level tax 
matrix to confirm local tax rates and rules by 
jurisdiction and tax driver.

Build or validate a state- or regional-level 
tax matrix to confirm tax rates and rules by 
jurisdiction and tax driver.
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Address cleansing and validations
Cleansing your vendor, customer, and physical locations is a prerequisite for all tax calculations and computations. 
The KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit allows you to leverage the standard address cleansing and validation features 
within your tax engine to process batches of addresses and identify issues and gaps. This includes preassigning 
geographical areas and other jurisdictional codes, which is critical to the setup of your system and the accurate 
identification of the appropriate taxing authorities.

Results of the address cleansing and validation processes are created in Excel for review and remediation or to 
import data sets back into your ERP or source systems. An example of output from a KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit 
address cleansing request follows:

What’s next?
KPMG is committed to bringing the best people, 
processes, and technologies to support the indirect 
tax technology needs of our clients. This includes 
the KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit, which can be licensed 
directly to clients. We have a full onshore and offshore 
development and support team that is continually 
releasing new versions of the solution with enhanced 
functionality and features. We work directly with our 
clients in an agile approach to identify opportunities 
and to quickly adopt in future releases. As tax engines 
evolve and change, so will our KPMG Indirect Tax 
Toolkit, helping ensure that we support the latest 
versions and APIs from these technologies.

KPMG Indirect Tax practice
The KPMG Indirect Tax practice has the strength in 
numbers to help manage your tax burden. With more 
than 500 professionals serving 36 percent of the 
Fortune 500, we have the experience and technology 
tools to assist in your tax transformation journey. 

Our professionals combine technical capabilities in 
indirect tax with a deep understanding of industry and 
business issues. We bring a big-picture perspective to 
the cross-border environment and help you go beyond 
compliance to unlock tangible business value from 
reporting and data.

Contact us

Mark Rems
Principal, Transaction Tax Services (TTS)  
T: 610-247-6177
E: mrems@kpmg.com

Animon Jose
Senior Manager, TTS Lead Architect
T: 210-227-9272
E: animonjose@kpmg.com

For a scheduled demo of our KPMG Indirect Tax Toolkit 
or any related questions, please contact us at:

The following information is not intended to be “written advice concerning one or more 
Federal tax matters” subject to the requirements of section 10.37(a)(2) of Treasury 
Department Circular 230.

The information contained herein is of a general nature and based on authorities that are 
subject to change. Applicability of the information to specific situations should be determined 
through consultation with your tax adviser.
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Some or all of the services described herein may 
not be permissible for KPMG audit clients and their 
affiliates or related entities.


